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EA HiFi system basically reproduces nothing else than modulated 

household electricity. So this should arrive at the device as constantly 

as possible. In this case, the mains connection cable is of essential 

importance. 

The big challenge for power cords are extreme current peaks. They are 

caused by the connected devices themselves through the conversion 

from AC to DC, since the capacitors of their power supplies can only 

be charged if the applied voltage is higher than that of the capacitors 

themselves - and that is only a brief moment in the voltage peak of the 

alternating mains voltage. 

What remains are current spikes up to needle-shaped pulses with a 

multiple of the rated current of the devices. Because the capacitors 

discharge until the next peak, this process is repeated 100 times per 

second at 50 Hz or 120 times per second at 60 Hz mains frequency.

These extreme current peaks cause a whole series of unwanted ef-

fects. On the one hand, they cause substantial voltage and thus power 

losses in line and contact resistances. On the other hand, they cause 

strong magnetic fields which, due to their steeply rising edges, lead to 

significant skin effects even at the relatively low mains frequency. The-
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se reduce the effectively usable conductor cross-section. Furthermore, 

the magnetic field peaks disturb all other devices in their environment 

like small pinpricks. Particularly in demanding and dynamic passages 

in music, a great deal is demanded of the power supply and thus also 

of the mains cable. The Reference AC-2404 AIR power cable is speci-

ally designed for connecting high-end audio systems and is based on 

in-akustik‘s legendary Air Technology. It has many sophisticated cons-

truction details that counteract the effects just described. This includes 

the multi-core structure by which the resulting magnetic fields overlap 

and compensate each other. The division into several smaller, separate 

conductors also reduces the skin effect. In this way, the entire conduc-

tor cross-section remains usable. In addition, the cable is shielded by 

a dense meshwork of tinned copper wires. This protects the adjoining 

audio components from remaining interference fields.In combination 

HIGH END version C19 HIGH END version C15 (C13) HIGH END version SCHUKO

with the Air technology, i.e. the „omission“ of isolation material, which 

would „absorb“ part of the energy like a sponge, the Reference AC-

2404 AIR is able to transport very large amounts of energy in a very 

short time. The many details of the Reference AC-2404 AIR counteract 

the unwanted effects and make it what it is: an outstanding energy 

pipeline for the highest audiophile demands. 

SAFETY FIRST 

With all the love for audiophile sound, safety plays a special role in 

this cable category. For this reason, every Reference AC-2404 AIR ca-

ble is tested extremely carefully. In addition to the intensive function 

test, each cable also passes trough an insulation and high-voltage 

test. The result is recorded and each cable receives its individual serial 

number.
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Basic version C19 Basic version C15 Basic version SCHUKO
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AIR HELIX FROM IN-AKUSTIK

The AIR Helix construction is absolutely unique. In order to come as clo-

se as possible to perfect air isolation, in-akustik has developed special 

clips. Inside the cable, a large number of these clips form the suppor-

ting framework, which keeps the signal conductors helically free in the 

air and guides them through the cable at a defined distance. 

AWARDED AIR TECHNOLOGY

KEY-FEATURES

• Air Helix structure

• Air dielectric ensures extremely low capacitance

• 4 (2x2) x 1.5mm² Copper conductor

• Grounding conductor (protection class 1)

• Dense shielding braid made of copper with  

oxidation protection (tinned)

• Rhodium coated contacts (High Quality version)

• Individually tested (function, insulation, high voltage)

• CE compliant | With certificate

• Made in Germany

 TECHNICAL DATA:

• Rated voltage: 250 V AC

• Rated current: 16 A

• Temperature range: 0 - 40°C



ITEM-NO EAN VERSION LENGTH SRP

007626210 4001985517466 SCHUKO - C15 HQ 1,0m  1.540   

007626215 4001985517473 SCHUKO - C15 HQ 1,5m  1.760   

007626220 4001985517480 SCHUKO - C15 HQ 2,0m  1.980   

007626230 4001985517497 SCHUKO - C15 HQ 3,0m  2.420   

   

007626310 4001985517503 SCHUKO - C19 HQ 1,0m  1.540   

007626315 4001985517510 SCHUKO - C19 HQ 1,5m  1.760   

007626320 4001985517527 SCHUKO - C19 HQ 2,0m  1.980   

007626330 4001985517534 SCHUKO - C19 HQ 3,0m  2.420   

HIGH END VERSION

ITEM-NO EAN VERSION LENGTH SRP

007626410 4001985517541 US - C15 HQ 1,0m  1.540   

007626415 4001985517558 US - C15 HQ 1,5m  1.760   

007626420 4001985517565 US - C15 HQ 2,0m  1.980   

007626430 4001985517572 US - C15 HQ 3,0m  2.420   

   

007626510 4001985517589 US - C19 HQ 1,0m  1.540   

007626515 4001985517596 US - C19 HQ 1,5m  1.760   

007626520 4001985517602 US - C19 HQ 2,0m  1.980   

007626530 4001985517619 US - C19 HQ 3,0m  2.420   

HIGH END US VERSION

ITEM-NO EAN VERSION LENGTH SRP

007626010 4001985517381 SCHUKO - C15 1,0m  1.100   

007626015 4001985517398 SCHUKO - C15 1,5m  1.320   

007626020 4001985517404 SCHUKO - C15 2,0m  1.540   

007626030 4001985517411 SCHUKO - C15 3,0m  1.980   

   

007626110 4001985517428 SCHUKO - C19 1,0m  1.100   

007626115 4001985517435 SCHUKO - C19 1,5m  1.320   

007626120 4001985517442 SCHUKO - C19 2,0m  1.540   

007626130 4001985517459 SCHUKO - C19 3,0m  1.980   

BASIC VERSION

MADE IN GERMANY

Like all loudspeaker and audio cables of the reference series, the Refe-

rence AC-2404 AIR is completely manufactured in Germany. The clips 

are assembled and the conductors are threaded by hand with great 

care in the in-house factory. The resulting AIR Helix is then also manual-

ly fitted with the PE network jacket before the high-quality plugs are 

fitted and the cable is checked for proper function.d.

CABLE MANUFACTORY



The Reference LS-804 AIR loudspeaker cable is specially designed for 

connecting high-quality loudspeakers to high-end audio systems and 

is based on in-akustik‘s legendary Air technology. It has many ingeni-

ous construction details that counteract undesirable electrical effects. 

The unique AIR-technology from in-akustik impressively demonstrates 

what high-end cables can achieve in terms of sound - thanks to selec-

ted materials and a sophisticated cable architecture. Now, the German 

manufacturer with more than 40 years of experience in high-quality 

cable technology, is expanding its reference class with another top-

class loudspeaker cable. For the best possible entry into the reference 

class, the sophisticated Air technology is now available for the first 

time in a flat „ribbon“ construction.

The awareness that air is the best dielectric or insulation for the audio 

sector was the driving force behind the development of Air Technology, 

which to date has resulted in the top model LS-4004 AIR, in the LS-

2404 AIR and the LS-1204 AIR. The worldwide positive resonance and 

the enthusiasm for this technology resulting from the sound quality has 

induced in-akustik to develop another high-quality loudspeaker-cable 

in order to realize the AIR-technology also in another price-class: The 

LS-804 AIR. Here the Air-Ribbon technology has made it possible to 

achieve an exquisite sound very efficiently by simplifying the cable ar-

chitecture - without saving on sonic relevant materials.

LS-804 AIR
NEWS FROM OUR CABLE MANUFACTORY -  PERFECT ENTRY INTO THE AIR  TECHNOLOGY

ITEM-NO EAN VERSION LENGTH SRP

007710831 4001985517718 EASY Plug | SW 2x3m  1.099   

007710832 4001985517725 Spades | SW 2x3m  1.379   

007710833 4001985517732 BFA Banana | SW 2x3m  1.439   
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AIR RIBBON TECHNOLOGY

With the so-called Air-Ribbon cable, four wires run flat and not helically 

next to each other, as in the Air-Helix cables LS-1204, 2404 and 4004 

AIR. The wires oft the LS-804 AIR are also held in position by specially 

developed clips and cross-connected at both ends of the speaker cable. 

In this way, the electrical parameters capacitance and inductance are 

yet again finely tuned to each other. The division into several smaller, 

separate conductors also reduces the skin effect. In this way, the entire 

conductor surface area remains usable even at high transmission fre-

quencies. In combination with the Air technology, i.e. the „omission“ 

of insulation material, which would „absorb“ part of the energy like 

a sponge, even the Reference LS-804 AIR is able to follow very fast 

pulses. The sophisticated details of the Air technology counteract un-

wanted cable effects and make it an exceptional loudspeaker cable. 

Especially with less monumental amplifiers, the LS-804 AIR harmonizes 

perfectly and provides relaxed music enjoyment.

ELECTROSTATICS AND CAPACITY

Everyone knows this effect when you take off a sweater with a high 

synthetic content and it crackles and sparks. The reason for this is that 

the integrated plastic material stores electrical energy, which is then 

NEWS FROM OUR CABLE MANUFACTORY -  PERFECT ENTRY INTO THE AIR  TECHNOLOGY

discharged again. The same happens in the dielectric, the insulation 

material of a cable. It „absorbs“ electrical energy like a sponge and 

then releases it again later. With an audio cable, however, these are 

parts of the audio signal. A dimension for this is the cable capacity, 

i.e. the unwanted storage capacity of the cable. While capacitors are 

supposed to store energy and have a correspondingly high capacity, 

the capacity of the cable should be as low as possible. It significant-

ly influences the transmission characteristics through losses and also 

leads to interactions with the connected electronics. The ideal solution 

is therefore an air insulation such as the one implemented with the 

Air-Technology, as this separates the „capacitor plates“ of the cable 

and thus reduces the capacitance.

KY-FEATURES

• Air-Ribbon structure

• Air dielectric

• extremely low capacitance

• Cross Link Super Speed waveguide | 4x multicore

• Cross connected

• PE-Network Jacket

• Plugs made of Tellurium Copper | Rhodium-plated contacts

Spades BFA Banana Easy Plug

CABLE MANUFACTORY



in-akustik GmbH & Co. KG
Untermatten 12-14
79282 Ballrechten-Dottingen
Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 7634 5610-70
Fax: +49 (0) 7634 5610-80
E-Mail: info@in-akustik.de
Web: www.in-akustik.de


